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I. Introduction

If you are reading this, it is because you have demonstrated your concern
wi th past GPC actions and your concern for the future of Houston t s gay political
movement. However, in order to understand what needs to be done, one must
understand what the problelll8are. Such an understanding must transcend personalities
and get to the root issues - disturbing patterns of thought and behavior.
Solving these problems vill require profound structural and attitudinal changes.

In the follOwing pages I have tried to summarize my analysis of the key
behatioral and attitudinal problems. Based on that analysis I have aade a series
of proposals for change and I have suggested a strategy to accom~liah the transistion.

As you read the following pages, try to keep in mind two key points that seem
contradictory on the surface: (a) open, deaocratic participatory politics does not
insure a representative result and (b) in order to be non-partisan as a whole, the
GPe must be partisan wi thin.

In 1972, the Democratic Party nominated George McGovern for President. Although
he vas nominated in the most open and democratic process in history, he was soundly
defeated in November. The democratic process is representative when large numbers
participate. However, when only a few participate, the open democratic process
may yield a result that is not representative.

This fact, combined with the exclusive elitism of the current GPe leadership
that discourages participa~on of differing viewpoints and dismisses the views of
non-participants makes the GPe claim to represent the gay community very dubious.

Furthermore, the lack of organized competition vi thin the GPC and, a vinnner
take all electoral politics discourages people holding minority views. The dominance
of partisan Democrats, wi thout efiecti ve competi tion, insures that in certain
crucial decisions, partisan gullabili ty will overrule balanced reason. The insti-
tution of competing centers of partisan power vithin the GPC will prevent blind
acts of partisan gullabili ty and proTide a number of other benefits to be discussed
later.

Suggested solutions and proposalS for change have been made in order to create
a structural framework for representative, non-partisan decision mak\ing that will
not only promote unity but also balance the efficiency of a strong Presidency with
the strength and durability of co~lective rule.

However, I can't over emphasize that structural changes won't be enough. There
will have to be profound attitudinal changes on concepts from dissent, and unity to
leadership_ No matter how hard. we try structurally, we can not insure a representa-
tive result and we must recognize' the legitimacy of public dissension. Moreover,
even if we are a majority, our historical experience as 8ay people should convince
us of the dangers of the "tyranny of the majority" and should prevent us from ever
again placing the goal of unity above the democratic principles of free speech and
free press.
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II. PROBLEMS

A. Host recent C8lllpaignissue problems

[

1.

2.

Abandonment of the 21.06 issue, the cornerstone of the Texas g~y rights movement.

Partisan endorsement of Mark White

3. Abominable violations of free speech and free press
(In this Idt election, Gregg Russell vas the most ou.tspoken critic of the GPO ,
endorsement of Mark White. Much of his criticism as published in the Montrose Voice.)
During the election, the GPC leadership:

a. ignored the issues of Gregg's cri ticism and tried to publicly vilify and
discredit his character.

b. accused Gregg of being a paid political saboteur who was out to destroy the
GPO, despite the fact that Gregg limited his criticism to the Mark White endorsement
and urged people to vote for the rest of the GPC endorsements.

c. verbally intimidated Gregg, threatened him with his job and ran a credit
check on him.

, d. intimidated reporters of the Montrose Voice and tried to convince businesses
and politicians to pull their advertisements from the Montrose Voice.

B. Basic Underlying problems

1. Partisan Politics and the politics of fear
Partisan politics --- exists when a decision to support a candidate is made

not on the candidate's pos~tion on the issues, but out of fear of the opponent and
blind faith in the candidate because of the political Party he/she represents.

Politics of fear --- heightens the stakes of political competition. Under the
motivation of fear, the election of an opponent becomes so terrible that one assumes
partisan blinders and believes that the election of one's own candidate is an absolute
neceSSity, by any means possible.

2. Lack of COlllDlunicationwith the gay commllllity
problems of manipulation and withholding of infoI'lllai:ton
problems of a bad relationship with the gay press

3. Lack of political agenda --- no sense of goals or priori ties

4. Serious perceptual misunderstandings of the concepts of:
a, Dissent ~ view of differing opinions as evil conspiracies

Conspiracy theories warp one's ability to empathize and reason.
Communication ceases and destructive enmity flourish. Wounds are festered and
rifts widened as emotions of hate and fear dominate.

b. Unity --- as an end; as something to be forced
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c. Leadership - as "controlling" the gay community
d. Endorsements - as promises to "deliver" the gay vote

as something to be "pushed through"
as ending debate, no tolerance for further dissent

5. Other serious attitudinal problems
a. On the nature of the poli tical appeal

Cureent leadership treats the gay community as sheep to be led;
individual voters are regarded as illiterates bo ~e motivated
by emotions of fear and faith.

b. On attitudes towards GPC as representing the gay community
The current leadership feels that the open democratic process within

the GPC legitimizes their claim to represent tha gay community and their ahthDmity
to speak for the colllllunity. This uncompromising attitude encourages hostility
towards dissent, encourages dogmatic attitudes towards unity and bloc voting and
encourages a distuvtion of the role of leadership from guiding to controlling the
gay community.-c. On the emphasis of image over substance

When the creation of a positive public image is a primary goal and
not a secondary result, image is emphasized over substance. This attitude encourages
deception that eventually results in a loss of credibility. This attitude allows
short term advantages to supercede long term strenj;gh by camouflaging and avoiding
serious problems (Lj.: viability of gay vote, discrimination within gay community,
etc •••)-.

Conclusion:

Vested political interests in the Democratic Party and the politics of fear
resulted in the partisan endorsement of Mark White. This partisan myopia resulted
in the abandonment of the cornerstone mssue of Texas gay politics --- the elimination
of State Penal Code 21.06.

Having taken the untenable position of disregarding the importance of the 21~06
issue, the GBC leadership reacted with virulent and irrational hostility to c~allenges
of their endorsement of Mark White. Unable to defend themselves on the issues, they
resorted to discrediting the character of their critics.

Viewing the GPC as the voice of the gay community, uni ty was seen in dogmatic
terms with post endorsement dissent viewed as an intolerabe* heresy to the goal of
bloc voting. Viewing themselves as annointed by open democratic process to lead the
gay community, the leadership succuabed to an attitude of moral superiority - that
it was their responsibli ty not just to guide, but to control the gay community; to
deliver the gay vote, b1y any means. Any attempts to thwart such control were viewed
as diabolical attempts to destroy the GPC in its sancti3onious role of speaking for
the gay community.

The combination of a misunderstanding of the limits of open democratic politics,
a conspiratorial world view, the heightened stakes of the politics of fear, a dogmatic
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attitude towards unity and an obsession with notions of control and delivering
the gay vote, resulted in abominable violations of free speech and free press.

The overall reault has been that the GPC is turning into a partisan political
maching that will not tolerate post endorsement disssent. The refusal of the
current leadership to understand what is happening and why necessitates their
replacement with new leadership.

III. SOLUTIONS - An Overview

Solving these problems will require iundamental c~s in a~titude and structure~
The primary objectives of such c~ should be a redefinition of GPC goals, priorities,
policies and procedures to achieve the establishment of a healthy atmosphe~of non-
partisanship, a planned and meaningful political agenda and a co-operative working
relationship with other gay and pro-gay organizations. The reaul t of such a redirection
will be a surge of public confidence in the GPC and pride in our gay commBnity
organizations that will strengthen the entire gay move~ent.

A. Attitudinal changes
Ar on attitudes toward pOlitics in general
4zA~t~~ttitudes towards political parties and the gay press

r1s /.I <fttattitudes towards the gay voter and role of GPC in gay communi ty
;lCfJonconcepts of dissent, unity, leadership and endorsements

G-,.,
B. Creating an atmosphere of Non-Partisanship

"( on formally es tablishing competing centers of poli tical power wi thin the GPC
wi th proportional representation on the GPC Board fA L5

~' on changing screening requirements for endorsements
o on changing procedures and policies with respect to making and publishing

endorsements.

C. Setting 'the Ilolitical Agenda
Ct an evaluation of goals and priori ties of the gay political movement wi th the

purpose of creating a flexible agenda for action and a basis for screening criteria.
c~ co-ordinating action to be a deliberate involvement on all political fronts

-- elections, lobbying, education, litigation and civic leadership.

D. Establishing working relationships with other gay and pro-gay organizatioDB
O( working with other political groups on endorsements, fundraising, ana shared

political goals aa well as exchanging information and learning from each other
~ working with other gay organizations along the political fronts of education

and civic leadership. Working with religious groups, community organizations and
the gay press - working on shared goals as well as seeking their input in
setting the political agenda.

~jworking with pro-gay organizations to f,oster stronger coalitions and
community respect.
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IV. PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE - A few details

As a preliminary note, these details are limited and deal only with respoases
to the problems discussed earlier. r haven't even touched on activities such as
the phone tree, the mailing list, voter registration, studies of gay voting, the
GPW rally, the sesponsiblities of officers and Board members, etc •••
A. Attitudinal changes

New leadership that
A ( (poli tics in general)

. -believes in the politics of integrity, which is the poll tics of courage and
honesty.

-will not succumb to the politics of fear or partisan gu.llability" nor
rationalize an end justifies the means approach. ,

All? (towards gay press)
-- will cO/Jllllunicateopenly and fully through a posi tive relationship with

the gay press
4')1\- (towards gay voter)

-- will view the gay voter with respect as an intelligent individual to
be convinced and nottold what to do; will emphasize reason over emotions of fear
and blind faith in GEC leadership

A~0(towards role in gay communi ty)
-- will recogDize the limits of open democratic politcs and will view itself

as representing the gay communi ty and spe~king for the gay colllDlUD.i.ty while simul-
taneously realizing the best they can do 's express the collective view of those
participatiq. 'Th\$ afr.tvd.e. Mil ral~ the ner~s htJsnll~ ~Jds J.~rl.

At{:A( toward dissent)
-- will enoourage a diversi ty of opiniona and respect dissent as ,rundamental

to the rights of free speech and free press
A ~ toward unity)

-- will recognize that unity is a means and not an end
-- will recognize the appeal to unity as implying moral and educational

guidance and not coercive intimidation
---will recognize the importance of unity and bloc voting, but not at the

expense of denying dissent or violating basic democratic principles
L(toward leadership)

-- will recognize the role of leadership as guiding and not "controlllbng"
the gay cOlJlllunitYi as convincing and not dictat~ng

A~(toward endorsements)
-- will recognize that endorsements are primarily recommendations to the gay

col'lDlllnity and only secondarily as promises to the candidates to "deliver" the gay
vote. \Such that thlilksecondary ob~ctive never dominata to the point of making
endorsements a dogmatic demand.

, By refusing to wallow in conspiracy theories, one's options are increased. Compassion
and reason dominate, channels of communication are kept open and constructive dia-
logue flu.rishes. This attitude promotes unity by allowing wouids to heal without
blame, by emphasizing understanding over blame we can learn form. our mistakes and
allow a face saving way out for those who have made mistakes.
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B. Creating an atmosphere of Non-Partisanship

1. PALs
The formal creation of poli tical action lobbies wi thin the Gpc representing 9rotJfS of'

state political parties with suffieient (a yet to be determined number) constituency
among the membership. The GPO bylaws would be changed to provide not only for the
creation of such organizations but also for the election of the leadership of each
PAL from within their constituency and for the proportional representation of each
PAL on the GPO Board. Each PAL would be charged with representing party views within
the Caucus, and Caucus views wi thin their respective state political parties..

The advantages of such a structural cahange are numerous:
a. It would insure the representation of differing party viewpoints
b. It would insure the non-partisan nature of GPO decisions and actions by

internalizing competing points of view ~
c. It would create a continuous momentum of a8ditional members
d. It would help tn involve new members by providing a rallying points of

immilar political outlooks.
e. It would encourage participation in Caucus activity by stimulating friendly

campen tion in voter registration, membership drives, mailing list work, etc •••
,f. It would provide an addi tional trai~ng growid for new leadership

g. It would provide an organized meansltranslating Caucus political action'
into participation within the state political parties.

With the formal organization of PALs we gain more strength and bargaining
influence within the different political parties that will compete. for our support.
Today, I feel we are taken for granted by the Democratic Party and aur influence is
limited to the extraction of promise~ without substance~ With organized PALs,
the Democratic members could say to the Democratic Party, "Look, it is time to
deliver on past promises. We can no longer guarantee the gay vote to be Democratic."
The Republican members could go to the Republican Party and say, "Look, the gay vote
is basically economically conservative. You could gain a new constituency if you
will abandon prejudicial traditional conservatism for a h~ rights, libertarian
conservatism.
(A resent study of last election showed an identifiable bloc vote of 12,000 votes
in the judicial races. Pulling those votes from winning, endorsed Democrats wouldn't
have hurt many, but pulling those votes from winning endorsed Republicans would have
caused a number of defeats).

While the formation of such piartisan factions might be viewed with some
trepidation as increasing bickerini" and contention, I thi.lm that with a proper
structuring of endorsement rules the opposite would result. Certainly the present
problem of discouraging opposing points of view is more destructive than formalizing
and increasing the level of conflict wi thin GPO. I base this on the assumption while
there are ample areas that we disagree, there *aists a tremendous consensus where
all gay people can agree.

A proper structuring of endorsement rules and a basic consensus over goals
and priorities would create a stronger more unified community.
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2. On changing Screening requirements for endorsementse Ya. Screening Process
The objectives of the screening process, the criteria for measuring

candidates, should be based on recagnized goals and priori ues. The establishaent
of such objectives should parallel the establishment of a flexible agenda for action.

Given the success of Dallas, consideration should be given to what Dallas does •
.Consideration should also be given to the issue of·electiability, of prin-

ciple versus power politics. When is it better to get half of what we want? When is
it better to go down trying instead of compromising too much? When is it better not
to make any endorsements to preserve oureredibility in the gay community than to
make an endorsement that cheapens our ability to bargain by making us appear too
desparate. Whe.. IS i'l beNt.f' 60 ~"'''St fix' ftJW'-"'.~

A defined set of procedures and rules should be ~stablished. Exceptions
should be part of the rules and not outside of them. Candidates that fail to parti-
cipate by the rules should not be recommended for endorsement&-- without exception.

All candidates should be required to respond to a simple w±itte~ questionnaire
and essay where they would be asked to list their accomplishments and goals, explainning
why they feel they should be endor.sed by the GPC. If the Scre~ng Committee is
satisfiea with the written response -../ of previously endorsed candidates (within 2
years) and has no further questions, the Screening Committee could waive a formal
screening if requested by the candidate. However all candidates who have not be~n
endorstsed, must go through the foI'lllCdscreening interviews.

b. Screening Committee Recommendations
~The Screening committee should be charged with the preparation of a written

report on each contestad race, explaining the reasoning behind their recommendation.
The candidates should be rated on integrity, sensitivity to the issues and electability
with the screening committee explaining how they weighed each of the three aspects.
Furthermore essential pro and con arguments as well as other pertinent information
should be detailed for the Caucus.

The objective is for the Screening Committee to be an information gathering
source for the Caucus and not the Caucus to be a rugber stamp for the screening com-
mittee. Such an approach would treat the gay voter and Caucus member with resPect
as an educated person to be motivated by reason and not faith. Such an approach
would facilitate the Caucus' explaining the the community why they made their
endorsements. While many people in the community are willing to defer to the GPC,
they will be more trusting and more likely to defer if they see the Caucus is not
hiding anything and treating everyone as capable of reasoning to the same conclusion.

D'!::l3. Changing procedures and policie. with respect to making and publishing endorsements
a. State/Presidential endorsements

In the interest of unity, statewide endorsements .houla be statewide and
Presidential endorsements should be nationwide. Most divisiveness over endorse-
ments occurs at the top of the ticket, where our influence is debatable. Most
voters who vote make up their own minds at the top the ticket, on issues other than
just the gay issue. The strength of the GPC endorsements are further down the
ticket where most people arenot willing to take the time to investigate the issues.
Further down the ticket most people are willing to trust the judgment of their more
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politically involved peers. However that trust is severly damaged by endorsements
of questionable value at the top of the ticket -- especially whe~ such endorsements
are accompanied with coercive appeals to bloc voting.

So the first question to akk before considering an endorsement at the top
of the ticket is, "ls the candidate sufficiently strong on the gay issue to merit
the potential divisiveness of an endorsement? Or would it be better to forgo a
full Caucus endorsement and let each PAL make a more partisan recollllllendation?"
(In the last election, would there have been any dispute if the Caucus had decided
against an fendorsement in the govern6r's race while the Democratic PAL made a
partisan recollllllendationof Mark White and the Republican PAL made no recommendation
and Libertarian PAL made their partisan recollllllendation)

The second question that should be asked is that if we are to make a state
or presiden~ial endorsement, wouldn't it be better, in the name of unity for such
an, endorsement to be statewide and national? Until a better me~sm is proposed,
various local communities should agree to allow each other to have a veto power over on~
.-it other. In Texas for instance, no statewide endorselllBntswould be held valid
unless all of the largest gay municipal organizations (Dallas, Austin, San Antonio
and Houston) concurred. Similarily no Presidential endorsement would be held valid
unless some 7~{of the largest national gay municipal organizations concurred.

\While the controversy over making top of the ticket endorsements wouldn't
be avoided, it would be diminished. 111 all state and many local organizations (in
national races) concur, it is more likely that there is a share'd consensus that
such candidates would really be in the interest of the gay community. Such a con-
sensus lIould be a powerful plus in giving such controversial endorsemnents more
viabili ty.

b. Local procedures
10 Two-thirds rule. for endorsements
2) Partisan recollllllendations

Failing an endorsement, the Caucus could issue partisan recommendations.
In the absence of a non-partisan decision, partisan influences would be accepted
and thete. would be no objection to making partisan recommendations - providing
that the candidate fulfilled the screening committee requirements.

In local, non-partisan races, the Cwaucus could agree to make a
IIIB.jorityrecollllllendation,that would have less weight than an endorsement.

c. Publishing endorsements
Ads and push cards could be divided into official endorsements and

secondary recommendations.

While some might feel that a 2/3 rule would immobilize the Caucus and be
dttrimental to the endorsement process, I think the opposite would result. Such

rules would emphasize the unity of the Caucus and thereby strengbhen the endorsements.
Needless division and~osity would be reduced. By institutionalizing a recollllllendation
process, all parties could continue to work together, only disagreeing on a few of
the many endorsements.

Most people tend to lean to one political party or another, even if they say
they are independents. Those ~c voters that don't want to bother to read the GPC
information on divided support, will vote for the recommendation of the party they
lean towards. All in all the few lost votes of people who have to be told what to
do well be more than com~nsated by the increase in total voters who can be
mobiliied by positive appeals. wt-o
~ ,o-tSt" -•.f we are ~ sfr,d- in oW:> ~ erdof,9t anti U'J,9 J caJJd.,d~s O! at.eat
wa~ 00(' soppo~ wil\ of(~ra US mona.
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C. Setting the Political Agenda

I 1. Evaluation goals and priori ties

In order to have a viable program of action and a responsible screening
cri teria, there must be both an consensus and an understanding of our basic goals
and priorities. With such a basis we can create a flexible agenda for action and
avoid the pitfalls of allowing partisan beliefs to compromise primary goals.

At this time there is some co~sensus about basic goals., but no\ consensus
about long term goals ar prioriies. Basically all we have done is to elect officials
and defer to their leadership.

Our local goals have been refor. in the police depart=ent (on issues of
screening, hiring, and educatiD8 offei:ers and on investiga:.timg police abuses)
and the passage of a civil rights ordinance. H6wever there is no agreement on
how to go about such goals. What should our priori ties be? Should we w&t for I'

executive action? If so, how~ong before wa push for legislative action? Should
we press for education within the police academy first and then press for a
comprehensive civil rights ordinance? What happens whenwe .lect an endorsed
candidate? iIow muchshould we defer? Howactive should we push? What kind of
"safe, zone" of maneuverability do we and our endorsed candidate agree upon,?

State goals had focused on the elimination of 21.06. What happens later?
What are our future goals and priorties? There needs to be an understanding
first on the legi timate fronts of poli tical activity. Then there neeas to be
a ctonsensus, through communitywide meetings, of viaJIle goals, priori ties and
tac.tics.

l2. Political Fronts

a. Elections

Continuation of present operations to work for the election of
sympathetic government officials who demonstrate their support through not only
verbal commitment, but also legislative, e~utive and judicial action.

b. Lobbying

Based on defined objectives, we should increase our efforts to push
for specific legislative and administriative action by lobJying both elected and
appointed officials in government, police department, school systems, etc •••

c. Education
While lobbying also refers to educating elected and appointed officials,

this category refers to mass education - both within the gay communityand within
the enti~ city. Within the gay communitythis refers to efforts to educate the
gay communityon issues, both political and non-political, that are of concern to
membersof the gay community.

With respect to the entire city, thes refers to carrying out a deter-
mined campaign to improve public awaremenss about legitimate concerns of the gay
communityand to p~ftray to the public a positive ima8e of the gay community.

Along the aspects of changing public attitudes, we heed to explore
working with HISD.- first in studying attitudes towards gay people and portrayal
ot gays in the educational process and then exploring means of improving awareness,
and creating positive images and positive role models for gay youth.
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d. Litigation
While the GEe shouldn't engage. in litigation, it should use its

resources and influence to assist those organizations (THBF, Lambda, etc •••)
that do engage in litigious activity to advance the cause of gay rights.

e. Civic Leadership
This is more of a political acitivity in that it engenders a positive

~UHU'public --imagethat·indilrectly strengthens our political influence. We would
need to be c~eful of the positions we take on community issues (health, zoning of
sexual establishments, appearance of Montrose, etc •••). If the goal of civic leader-

ship is to engender public respect and repsonsibility, we need be bold, but we don't
want to alienate our gay constiltuency.

D. Working with other gay and pro-gay organizations
These co-operative ventures should ve viewed in terms of activity along various

political fronts --- education, litigation and civic leadership. Such actions would
benefit not only the GPC, but other community organizations. We would all profit
by helping each other. Too often fundraising and communi.ty involvment is short
sighted, "Why should we help another organization, we need the money ourselfes."
(Last year when the 21.06 case was being argued in Court, I proposed that the GPC
split' its profit on GPW with the THRF. I was voted down, "Why should we? We need
the .oney." was the attitude. It was and remains my contention that (1) THRF is
perfom.-ing a policical action in acccrdgnce with GPC obje.ctives and de~es our
full and active support and (2) that GPC generosity would be rewarded many fold
times by increased public respect and participation and donations.)

~ 1. Working wi th other poll tical groups
I've already mentioned how we can co-operate on endorsements.
We also need to co-operate in exchanging information. The Dallas political

group seems to have it together. They have an excellent rapport with their community
The first act of any new Houston leadership should be to go to Dallas and learn
from them.

Another area of co-operation should be in fundraising. This could be based
on using the GPC mailing list for appeals or shared pageants and fundraisers. Personally,
I would also like to see the membership dues raised $522 with the pledge that
(after basic rent and phone bills) 25,% of all GPC revenue would be set aside for
distribution to groups carrying out our political objectives on the litigation
fronts. (organizations such as THRF)
) 2. Working with other gay groups

a. Religious organizations
While. political objectives are fine, they are tenuous without tong term

social changes. Since the principal force' for marality in most people's lives
is religious, we should wor~ with our gay religious groups, encouraging their
success and encouraging their political involvement withi~ their religious groups.
Several groups, like Dignity, Luttherans Concern~ and Integrity have already
achieved enormous changes within their respective faiths.

One specific example of co-operation that I would like to see is for
all the gay religious organizations tOFork together on a gay rights petition to
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present to the religious leaders of Houston. Such a petition could, if successful)
have an enormous effect on both local, state and national government officials.
The media attention and po&ti~e public image could go far to cthanging public
attitudes toward the gay community.

b. Businesses
The example of Dallas' Fortnight for Freedom is a prime expample of.ow Houston could d~ much more in ••establishing co-operation between the GPC

and gay businesses.
Creative talents of people liek Gine Howle and Gene (?) Harrington

could be encouraged to come up with ideas for an4lther kind of pageant or contest
type of fundraise~.

c. Working with Interact
I would like to see the GPC use its influence a.rd mailing list to

help Interact become the non-pplitical umberella organization it is trying to
become.- by expanding the pledge program, by establishing an endowment fund,
by incorporating such "death benefit" programs as proposeti by Robert Schwab -
all under the aegis of Interact and its Community wide Board.

Imagine endowing a chair of gay studies at a prestigious university.
Imagane donating large funds to medical research in the name of the gay communi ty •
While such goals are still far in the future, they are inherently political in
terms of educational and civic leadership front actions.

d. Working with the gay press
By establishing a regular column with the Montrose Voice, we can initiate

a public dialogue t.:, educate, inform and respond to inquiries - t~ereby increasing
both information dissemination and public participation in decision making.
This would increase the public accountability of the GPC and serve both non-
activists and non-participants.

D 3. Working with nongay organizations
This would be in the contest of either forging political coalitions on human

rights issue (working with ACLU •••) or in the contest of education by improving
our public image. (working with Neartown, charities, etc •••)
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A. Phase One - generation of support
IM/i<Je

1. Formation of "Committee for Political Responsibility"

It is esseatial that this movement for change go beyond Gregg Russell and
Neil Isbin. There is considerable disastisfaction wi thin the gay community. The
broader the coali~on, the more momeatum we will be able to generate to tap that
reservoir of frustration.

The biggest problem Gregg and I have incurred is the reluctance of people
to get involved--- some out of frustration, some out of being afraid to put themselves
on a limb. We must remember that the nation is watbhing us. Should we fail to
change the course of the present leadership, we will be saying that the Houston
communi ty is satisfied 'with the type of poli tical l-e~dership that will abandon
gay rights goals in favor of putisan goal~ an~At'rat will violate democratic
principles in the name of unity.

It is essential that we change the course of Houston's gay political
movement. But we will only be able to acco~plish that by creating a broadbase
committee approach. ~our active support is necessary. The more people that
share our concern, that lend their name and credibility, the more people that
we will be able to mobilize.

2. Creation of 2-3 page summary of pDoblems and solutions•3. Personal generation of memberships through mailouts and active Committee
member solieieations.

4. Possible full page advertisment in late December, listing problems and ~
goals, listing at least 50 prominent members of the burgeoning Committee. The idea
is to cat;,lize significant momentum to generate even more support.

B. Phase two --- Selection of candidates and election strategy
Call a meeting in mid January of new members and supporters for the selection

of candidates. If we have not been able to generate enough support th~ the
meeting will be used to discuss alternative strategies.

Again 001' baSIS of invol~~..t shoolti be 1:0 ch6~e fM. d.lrec.+'ot\
c& OUI"local ,9Q9 MOfe.Yneflt- it's.~ icleas ~ncl COIIc!P~s that are
It'l\e£rfant} not jeS ClcAa~ \n pe~nneJ.

~~al', I. wooM like to OJbic:l Q. r.:+t on personal'l'es
-bof :r. dorl~k"o\ll,f cuecdn amid it. I think i\taf ~ If
LOOuL~ be best fOf- so~ a corn m;K~~ to focos 00

Issues t ideas hy o.ppea';n~ less ~nb'ou~ tNe.

m'&9 be Q!,R. fa ~y\~ mo~ s~t .



1416 Stanford #1
Houston, Texas 77019
December 6, 1982

Steve Brown & Gregory Shelton
3632 Bellefontaine
Houston, Texas 77025
Dear Steve & Greg,
I enjoyed our conversation at the recent THRF party last month concerning some
of the problems associated with the GPCand possible solutions to these problems.
I am enclosing some iflformation to keep you abreast of thts situation.
Many people are unaware of these problems, but due to recent developments, they
have become noticible even to those who are not heavily involved in politics.
In brief, these problems are: 1) The willingness of the GPC to ignore the cen-
tral gay rights issues it represents; 2) The blind participation of the GPC
leadership in one-sided party politics; 3) The participation of leadership in
questionable deals and unethical moves to suppress freedom of expression; 4)
The refusal of the GPC to assist other state organizations to achieve a unified
gay rights movement; 5) The leadership's failure to construct specific agendas.
Enclosed are some proposals suggested by several concerned people. These are con-
structive plans which can bring about the elimination of these problems, and in
doing so, affect the gay community in a positive manner.
In the past few weeks, I have been trying to get people to join GPC. Many have
indicated an interest, not because they approve of what has happened recently,
but because they hope to change the GPC. I hope you will be among those who
see fit to join in order to make GPC more reflective of the entire community.
Many people do not have the time to keep up with politics in the community. Con-
sequently, people of other interests have dominated the GPC and misuse the 30,000
verifiable votes which it directs at the polls. That is why it is important to
have good leadership within the GPC.
In February we can change the leadership of GPC. It is essential that changes be
made in order to change the current direction of the organization. Since most
people don't want to become heavily involved, several members are organizing an
effort to keep people informed. However, we cannot change GPC without your part-
icipation in February.
If we can elect good leaders, this misrepresentation will stop. We have only a
month left in order to accumulate new membership since the rules require you to
be a paid member for 30 days prior to voting. I have enclosed an application
and I encourage you to return it to me to ensure that your membership is properZy
recorded by the membership officers. If you are interested, please send it with
a $15 check payable to the Houston Gay Political Caucus. ABSOLUTELY DO NOT SEND
CASH AND DO NOT MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO ME. If you would like more information,
call me at 524-9259 or feel free to talk the next time you see me.



Implimentation of an extensive positive public education/relations program
to better identify our community. Additionally, GPC should support efforts
to create a more positive personal awareness among gays.

-
OBJECTIVES: Instigation of a major redirection of the GPC to achieve: a) non-

partisanship; b) a meaningful and constructive agenda; c) a posi-
tive public image; d) a cooperative working relationship with
other gay organizations.

Non-partisanship
1) Proposal of an addition to the by-laws of the GPC to instigate the formation

of Party Political Action Lobbies (PALS) within the caucus to represent the
several state political parties with sufficient constituency among the mem-
bership. Leadership of each PAL would be elected by the verifiable consti-
tuency of the respective party. Each PAL would act in subordination to the
present structure, but would have express powers to organize and build the
constituency of their party and to organize political agendas to further the
causes of the caucus within their respective party.
Advantages--

a) Would insure the representation of differing party viewpoints
b) Would provide a rallying point for new members of similar political

backgrounds
c) Would create a continuous momentum for additional membership
d) Would insure the non-partisan nature of GPC decisions and actions by

internalizing competing points of view
e) Would reflect the interests of those within each PAL by providing for

elected representation
2) Institution of cooperation and coordination with other state and national

~ political organizations in state-wide and Presidential endorsements.
3) Restructuring the screening and endorsement process to establish specific

issue oriented criteria for the making and granting of endorsements.
Meaningful and constructive agenda
1) Implimentation of a consistent and business-like approach to goal setting

and evaluation for the instigation of political agendas on all political
fronts: a) Elections; b) Lobbying; c) Education; d) Litigation; e) Civic
Leadership.
Elections--

Continuation of present operations to work for the election of sympathetic
government officials who demonstrate their support through not only verbal
commitment but also legislative, executive, and judicial action.
Lobbying--

Increased and more organized efforts to push for legislative and administra-
tive action to bring about specific agendas developed by the caucus.
Education--



Meaningful and constructive agenda (continued)
Litigation--

Organized support for external legal organizations in their efforts to ad-
vance human rights causes through litigation with specific attention given
to fundraising efforts to support such causes.
Civic Leadership--

Organized efforts toward internal community improvement with special con-
sideration given to making the Montrose community a more wholesome environ-
ment. Introduction of non-political activities which cultivate a positive
alternative lifestyle.

Positive public image
1) Utilizing the gay media to inform the community of both the objectives of

the GPC and the successful actions accomplished by the organization. This
type of public accounting will serve to increase the responsiveness of the
organization to the community, and will increase community involvement in
the political processes of the 6rganization.

2) Ut~lization of the straight media to project a positive public image in an
an effort to: a) externalize our community by making us lIapart of, not a-
part fromll; b) inform the straight community of the positive aspects of
our culture and in doing so, helping to eliminate the current naivete
felt by others with regards to prejudices held by them; c) increase
political strength by winning favor with those outside our community to aid
our causes; a) establish a positive mental image in the minds of gay indi-
viduals with regards to their sexual identity.

Cooperative working relationship
1) Acceptance and recognition of other local gay organizations and their agendas

and the establishment of a working relationship with these groups in areas
of common interests.

2) Establishment of a cooperative and coordinated effort with other gay related
organizations within the state to increase elective strength in statewide
races.
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Date:

Time:

Place:

RE:

12/18/82

12 noon

Residence of Steve Cuniberti, 1644 Marshall, Houston

Discussion of proposed directions for Houston GPC

Contact: Gregg Russell, 529-9259

I. INTRODUCTION OF GROUP
A. Background
B. Motivations for participation

II. OVERVIEv] OF PROPOSED DIRECTIONS
A. Neil Isbin

PROPOSALS FOR GPC AGENDA (Possibly deferred)
A. Internal and Organizational changes
B. Election Proceedures
,C. Lobbying

l--Administrative Problems
2--Legislative problems

a. Current Laws
D. Litigation
E. Education/Public Relations
F. Civic Involvement

l-~Specific Directions
G. Interaction

l--Local Organizations
2--State organizations
3--National Organizations

III.

IV. FORIvIATION OF Co.MIvIITTEE
A. Proposals for purpose
B. Informal vs. Formal

V. OTHER BUSINESS

\.. I l f...,



December 14, 1982

Mr. Steve W. Brown
3632 Bellefontain
Houston, Texas 77025

Dear Steve,

~n an effort to stimulate thought regarding the future of
the Houston GPC, several individuals will be meeting this week
for the purpose of discussing proposals for an established
agenda for the organization.

If you are interested in participating in this discussion,
I invite you to attend and participate with us. Details of the
time, place, and agenda are attached.

GR/
Attachment



Date:
Time:
Place:

III.

I.

~~
~ecember-5, 1982
9:00 p.m.
Residence of
1503 Vassar,

Report of Current Progress
a. New Memberships (total estimation)
b. Supportive Old Memberships (total estimation)

1. Kent Speer Involvement
c. Current Known Supporters

II. Establishment of lines-of-communication
a. Coordination of events (centralization)
b. Delegation of Effort
c. Need for Committee Approval

1. Mail outs (letters)
2. Letters to the ~ditor

a. Voice Interview
3. GPC Activity
4. Organization of Strategy

IV. February Elections
a. Targeted Races

Time Table for January
a. Mailings
b. Loyalists/Meeting(s)
c. Phone Solicitation
d \ ~ d"\zg:t::..f=i g em~~
e. GPC.Floor Strategy

b. POSSl e Can idates
c. Issues of Campaign
d. Campaign Approach

V. Involvement of Others on Committee
a. Community Leaders



AD HOC COMMITTEE OF CONCERNED CAUCUS MEMBERS
14-16 STANFORD III HO USTO N, TEXAS 77019

January 10, 19~ ~

Mr. Steve W. Brown
3632 Bellefontaine
Houston, Texas 77025
Dear Steve,

I ask that all
the outline of
the time allot-
keep our future

For the past several weeks we have been organIzIng as a commit-
tee to effect change. Although our political backgrounds may differ,
we generally agree on the basic need for change in the current lead-
ership of the GPC. As of yet, however, we have failed to produce a
full slate of candidates as an alternative. .

With our numbers growing, our political strength is also in-
creasing. I believe it is within the realm of possibility to run a
comp Lata, or near comp Let e slate in February and win. We have not
even begun to tap the several hundred members of the caucus who do '
not participate regularly. It is my belief that many of these people
are inactive in the caucus because they are disillusioned with the
possiblity for change. If we can reach these people, our voting bloc
could double or even triple.

In the upcoming meeting, to be held January 13th (Thursday), we
will be taking nominations for our slate of candidates. I encourage
you to think seriously about candidates who we might support. In
doing so, I ask you to consider our basic objectives as a guideline:
1) non-partisanship; 2) a meaningful and constructive agenda directed
toward the original goals of the caucus; 3) development of a positive
public image; and 4) development of a cooperative working relation-
ship with other gay organizations. Hopefully, we can find and sup-
port candidates who sincerely demonstrate these attitudes.

In view of the need to maintain order in the nominations pro-
cess, I feel it is important that we begin to use the prescribed met-
hods of Robert's Rules of Order. Since those are the rules alleged-
ly used in the caucus, I feel it is important that we all become more
familiar with them.

I have enclosed an agenda for our next meeting.
participants of the committee attempt to stay within
the agenda. I also recommend that a limit be set to
ted to an individual speaker. This will, hopefully,
meetings shorter.

GR/
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AD HOC COMMITTEE OF CONCERNED CAUCUS MEMBERS
1416 STANFORD III HOUSTON, TEXAS 77019

January 10, 19¥?

Mr. Steve l~es1ey Brown
3632 Bellefontaine
Houston, Texas 77025
Dear Steve,

I want to thank you for joining the Houston Gay Political Caucus. You were
one of over fifty new members who joined GPC through the direct efforts of mem-
bers of our ad hoc committee. Your membership was received by the officers of
the Houston GPC on December 31st which will ensure you full voting rights in
time for the board and officer elections to be held February 2, 1983. Please
make a note of that date on your calendar. .

You may wonder why we have organized as a committee and what our purpose is.
It is the concensus of the ad hoc Committee of Concerned Caucus Members that there
has been a departure from the fundamental principles of the caucus and a viola-
tion of basic rights of free speech and free press by some of the leaders of the
GPC. It is our intent to broaden the base of participation and to direct the cau-
cus back to the fundamental principles upon which it was founded, specifically,
the continuation and extension of gay and lesbian rights.

In February, we have the opportunity to elect good leadership which is com-
mitted to this community. Already, several candidates have asked for our support.
We welcome your suggestions concerning prospective candidates. Hopefully, in
February, the board and officer positions which are open can be filled by candi-
dates who wish to return the caucus to its fundamental principles.

We hope you will get involved with us in this comprehensive effort. We en~
courage you to come and participate in the GPC meetings, held every first and
third Wednesday at the Holiday Inn, 4640 So. Main. If you are a renewing member,
pZease remember that the meetings are no Zonger heUi in the oZd GPC office buiUi-
ing. The Holiday Inn is located near downtown at the intersection of the South-
west Freeway (I-59) and So. Main Street. Meetings begin at 7:30 and generally
last about an hour. The next meeting will be held on January 19th. It is impor-
tant that you attend in order to become familiar with the process.

Later in the month, we will be having an informal cocktail gathering to al-
low you an opportunity to meet and talk with the candidates who reflect our con-
cerns. We will let you know of the time and place. We will also be keeping you
informed of other issues which concern this election.

It is important that the GPC once again becomes reflective of our community.
That will only occur if people become involved. I hope to see you at our next
meeting.

Sincerely,

A-- L~,'
ad hoc Commit~~ of-Concerned
Caucus Members
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Date:
Time:
Place:

RSVP:

II.
III.

IV.
V.

VI.

VII.

AGE N D A

January 13, 19~~hUrSday)
8:30 p.m.
Residence of C. Edward Jamail & Carl Bohannon
1503 Vassar, Houston, Texas
Neil Isbin, 522-4238

I. Setting of Rules for Committee
A. Robert's Rules of Order
B. Time Limit on Discussion
C. Majority vs. Two-thirds
Criteria for Endorsements
Nominations for Endorsement
A. Limited Discussion
GPC Floor Strategy (January 19th)
Establishment of Time Table
A. Mail-outs
B. Interview/Endorsement meetings
C. Committee Meetings
D. Cocktail party
E. Phone Solicitation
F. Letters to the editor

Preparation for Committee Publication
A. Recommendations for Contents
Distribution of Contact Cards



AD HOC COMMITTEE OF CONCERNED CAUCUS MEMBERS
1416 STANFORD 111 HOUSTON, TEXAS 77019

January 14, 1983
Dear Committee Participant:

As per our last committee meeting, I want to begin by·apologizing for my
loss of patience in abandoning the Chair. I make no excuses, but I hope you
will understand that I was tired and frustrated--the meetings are lasting too
long! While it is true that we are organizing, we tend to get bogged down in
unneccessary discussion. Some of this is the fault of the agenda, but most of
it is the fault of excessive oration and soapboxing.

It is not my intention to appear dictatorial as some have accused. However,
as Chairman of the committee, it is my responsibility to lead the discussion. If'
I feel that the discussion is getting off course. it is my responsibility to dir-
ect the conversation back to the agenda. I welcome any imput into the agenda.
Such agenda items should be introduced before the agenda is set, however, and
not presented in a disorderly fashion at the meeeting. I would appreciate your
recommendations with sufficient notice.

Although there were 18 individuals present at the last meeting, around five
people dominated the discussion. In my opinion, we need to give more people an
opportunity to participate and present their ideas. It is my recommendation that
everyone put some forethought into the agenda which I have enclosed and limit
their discussion to several areas which they feel most strongly. In the future,
I hope those who have dominated the conversation will exercise more restraint
and demonstrate more consideration for others.

Additionally, I am disturbed with developing personality conflicts within
the group. What we are doing is new to all of us, including the Chair. We are
operating under pressure and time limitations. We are all going to make some
mistakes, and I will attempt to extend a forgiving attitude, if you will extend
the same attitude to me. In short, I am learning too.

Let us keep our common goals in the forefront. We all have good points and
bad qualities. Let's focus on our good qualities. I hope we will never become
like some of those in the current leadership of the GPC who become blinded with
bitter personality differences. Let us demonstrate to ourselves and others that
we are above such pettiness.

Our goals must never be hampered by taking criticism too personally. We
need to overiook occasionaL outbursts of cY'iticism and focus on what people afe
saying and not just how they present their ideas. I hope we can be mature about
our own personal identity and not allow criticism to destroy us.

My closing comments are with regards to the use of alcoholic beverages in
our meetings. It has been the request of our host to eliminate the use of alco~
hol before and during the meetings. I single out no one person, but several,
whose conduct and thinking at the previous meeting was hampered by their drinking.
It is essential that we all have clear minds in our planning. I hope you will
concur with this feeling.

In conclusion, I want to thank everyone for the time they have extended to
participate in the committee. I feel good about what we are accomplishing and I
sincerely believe we will be successful in our efforts.
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AD HOC COMMITTEE OF CONCERNED CAUCUS MEMBERS
1416 STANFORD III HOUSTON, TEXAS 77019

January 14, 19~~

Mr. John Doe
1234 Easy Street
Houston, Texas 77006

Dear John,
You have been one of several candidates who have been nominated

for endorsement by our committee in your race for the February board
and officer elections of the Houston Gay Political Caucus. It is
our intention to endorse the candidates who we feel best represent
the concerns of our committee. We sincerely hope you will be among
those candidates.

In the past several weeks, we have been making an extensive
effort .to encourage our friends to join the GPC. In this brief time,
we have been able! to attract nearly seventy new members. Coupled
with the efforts we are currently undertaking to contact the exist-
ing membership for support, we anticipate a significant voting block
to be with us in the February meeting. We are not alone.

We ask that you fill out the enclosed application and bring it
with you on January at p.m. We will look forward to dis-
cussing your positions at that time.

Sincerely,

Gregg Russell
Chairman, ad hoc Committee ,
of Concerned Caucus Members

~
PARTICIPATING MEMBERS:
Carl Bohannon
Steve W. Brown
Sam Canzoneri
Paul Carollo
Doug Dexter.
Neil Isbin

Jack Jackson
C. Edward Jamail
David Koks
Micheal Lattimore
Larry Love
Joe Mazac

Charles Moody, Jr.
M. Gregory Scott
Gregory Shelton
Steven H. Shifflet
Joe R. Thornton
Gary VanOotegham

GR/



AD HOC COMMITTEE OF CONCERNED CAUCUS MEMBERS
1416 STANFORD III HOUSTON, TEXAS 77019

APPLICATION FOR ENDORSHfENT
Dear Committee Members:

As a candidate for in the February board
and officer elections of the Eouston Gay Political Caucus, I am sub-
mitting this application for the endorsement of your-committee. Ad-
ditionally, I am providing the follm'ling information for your consi-
deration:
1. Brief Political Resume:

2. 'l;fuatdo you believe are the basic problems with the GPC?

3. ,.,batchanges do you propose to elimina.te these problems?

4. Specifica.lly, what; do you feel can be done to make GPC more non-
partisan?

5. Would you be willing to support a city ordinance to further gay
and lesbian rights? (Yes/No) Explain your answer :

6. If so, specifically what do you feel should be the purpose of
such an ordinance?

7. vlliat
in

believe should be the basis for the making and grant-
?



2. Hhat do you believe are the basic problems ~vith the "GPC?

3. "-bat changes do you propose to elimina.te these problems?

4. Specifica.lly, what; do you feel can be done to make GPC more non-
partisan?

5. Would you be willing to support a city ordinance to further gay
and lesbian rights? (Yes/No) Explain your answer:

6. If so, specifically what do you feel should be the purpose of
such an ordinance?

7. vlliatdo you believe should be the basis for the making and grant-
ing of endorsements by the GPC?

8. Would you be hesitant to allow your name to be publicly endorsed
by our committee should you be endorsed? (Yes/No)

Candidates Signature



/ Minutes -- "Ad hoc Committee of Concerned' Caucus Members"
prepared by Neil Isbin on Jan. 13, 1983

PLATFORM DISCUSSION December 21. 1982

In attendance: Steve Brown
Paul Carollo

Neil Isbin
Charles Moody

Gregg Russell
qregory Shelton

Organizational discussion:
Name: discussed use of "Ad hoc Committee for PoU tical Responsibility"
Timetable: set meeting date for after GPC meeting on Jan. 5th

discussed drawing up formal platform and list of supporters
discussed social meeting of candidates for later in January

Objectives: return to original purposes defined in preamble of GPC By-Laws
insure GPC respect for diversity of opinions, free speech and press

Discussion of following specific proposals based on the short two page summaries
prepared by Gregg RuaseLl and Neil Isbin and the longer report by Neil Isbin.

I~ No~ Fartisanship
We agreed to the concept of PALs and to the concept of elected PAL leaders

with vested interests in both building party participation in GPC and gay partici-
pation in their respective political parties. We also discussed the idea of dele-
gating specific duties to elected PAL leaders associated with PAL participation in
the screening and endorsement processes (i.e.: Republican PAL handling screening
of Republicans in the Primaries, etc •••) We also discussed Umi ting voting mem-
bership in the Democratic and Republican PALs to those GPC members who voted in
the previous, respective, Democratic and Republican Party Primaries.

Other structural internal proposals:
We discussed the concept of the Dallas Gay Alliance Board and organizational

structure and decided that we should study and compare what other gay political
organizations are doing to wee if we could adapt any of their ideas.

We discussed the need for such additional permanent committees on Press, Lobb~ng,
Education, Outreach, Legislative Development, Civic Leadership, etc •••

We discussed the need to elevate Board power over executive officers.

II. Setting the Political Agenda
A. Elections

1. Screening
a. Redefinition of Screening Criteria

toward principle objectives of the gay rights movement
not abandonning coalitional goals, but separating them from
primary gay rights goals -- either giving them less weight
on scores or issuing two scores: gay issues, coalitional issues.

toward holding politicians accountable for promises, non-~ction and action
toward establishing specific preformance requirements for consideration

such as attitudes toward 21.06 (or similar legislation),
education in police department, elimination of discriminatory
rules, passage of a Civil Rights Ordinance, etc •••



Minutes ~ 12/21/82 (cont.)

-- toward establishing specific procedural requirements for consideration
such as written questionnaires, signed statements, interviews •••

b. Screening Process
Creation of a written questionnaire, tailored to the race, which candi-

dates must fill out and sign before they are screened. Such reports and'other infor-
mation should be included in a Commi tted Report to be available to Caucus Members on
endorsement night.

2. Endorsements
It was agreed that we should adopt a 2/3 rule for endorsements. We also dis-

cussed the idea of using PAL or Majority Recommendations when the 2/3 vote couldn't
be obtained. The Endorsement/Recommendation concept is based on the idea of working
together when we agree and agreeing to work separately when we disagree.

We also discussed the idea of using the Recommendation concept to relaz more
rigid endorsement standards for partisan or majority "lesser of evils" type recom-
mendations.

We also discussed the idea of state and national unity in having statewide
and national endorsements in state and Presidential races. However, one proposed

.mechanism of allowing local veto power was not supported by all members. This was
the idea that if Houston endorsed and Dallas didn1t, the Houston endorsement would
be reduced to a majority recommendation and not have the same weight as an endorsement.

B, Lobbying
We designated the removal of discriminatory rules, regulations and laws as our

top priority. We also discussed goals of reform in police department (i.e., edu-
cation in the department by gay instructors, publication of vice squad's budget, •••),
passage of Civil Rights laws, stopping of negative legislation, •••

Co Litigation
After discussing Community needs for bail and legal aid funds, we concluded that

the GPC shouldn't get to directly involved. Instead, the GPC should work with referal
groups like the Gay Switchboard and legal groups like THRF and NGRA --- lending mem-
bers for work and the mailing list for fund raising.

D. Education
We discussed the need for educating the gay community through regular columns

and advertising in the gay media --- both to inform and to stir enthusiasm to get
involved. We also discussed 'the need for more regular communication with the mem-
bership of the GPC --- via newsletter and possible mini-phone tree.

We emphasized the importance of a Press spokesperson and Committee --- to pre-
pare a media press packet of information on the gay community, to prepare press
releases to promote a positive image of the gay community, to engage in media watch,
to co-ordinate participation in talk shows, to co-ordinate offical press releases •••

E. Civic Leadership
We discussed the importance of interacting with other gay and community orga-

nizations to promote a positive image of both the GPC and the gay community.
(support for charities, crime protection programs, support for local effort by
Neartown and Westheimer Colony, participation in S.O.B. regulation drafting ••••)



Minutes --- Ad hoc Committee of Concerned Caucus Members
prepared by Neil Isbin on Jan. 13, 1983

STRATEGY AND ORGANIZING SESSION January 5. 1983

In attendance: Carl Bohannon
Steve Brown
S8.IlCanzoneri
Paul Carollo

Doug Dexter
Neil Isbin
Ed Jamail
David Knks
Larry Love.

Gregg Russell
Gregory Scott
G['egory Shelton
Joe Thornton

Internal Organization
After much discussion over a non-controversial name, the group voted ~n a

proposal by Larry to name the group, "Ad hoc Committee of Concerned Caucus Members."
Gregg Russell was voted Chair of the Committee.

It was also decided that we would organize for the Feb. 2nd election and con-
tinue as a group until our basic goals were achieved within the Caucus.

Meetings
It was deaided to meet every Wednesday at Ed Jamail' s at 1503 Vassar: at 7: 30pm

Jan. 12th and 26th and after the GPC meeting Jan. 19th. and Feb znd.
It was also decided that we needed to set meetings mor mailing work sessions,

candidate interviews and endorsements and a general "meet the candidates and Commit-
tee member" meeting in late January.

Correspondence/Mailings/Phone Solicitation
Everyone volunteered to submit names of possible members in the Caucus to

create a mailing list of potential supporters. Future correspondence is to be
signed by various members, with some letters to contain the names of all Committee
members •

•A Sunday work seesion was organized to type a letter to the 48 new members
registered on December 31st.

Other correspondence discussed: a letter to all potential supporters and a
leaflet of platform objectives.

It was also decided to start dividing up our list of names on Jan. 12th for
personal phone solicitation.

Summary of Issues and Objectives
It was agree that what brought us together was a shared concern for violations

of gay rights princ~ples and democratic principles of free speech and free press.
Our stated goals in organizing together as a Committee of Concerned Caucus Members
are to broaden the base of GPC participation, and to reaffi.rm our commitment to
basic gay rights issues and to basic democratic priniciples.

Caridiiate Discussion
A few names were discussed, but it was determined what we needed to go out

and actively recruit responsible candidates to discuss at our next meeting.



Summary of Minutes --- Ad-hoc Committee of Concerned Caucus Members
Neil Isbin

r>. SIfRATEGY SESSION - January 13! 1983
\

In attendance: Carl Bohannon
Steve Brown
Sam Canzoneri
Paul Carollo
Doug Dexter
Neil Isbinn

Jack Jackson
Ed Jamail
David Koks
Michael Lattimore
Larry Love
Joe Mazac

Charles Moody
Gregg Russell
Gregory Scott
Gregory Shelton
Steve Shiflett
Joe Thornton

refreshments provided by Paul Carollo, Ed Jamail

Setting Rules for the Committee
The Committee quickly approved a motion to abide by Robert's Rules of Order.

The Committee rejected any imposition of a time limit on discussion •. The 60mmittee
approved a motion that Committee decisions be determined by a 2/3 plurality and not
just a simple majority.

Criteria for Endorsements
The Committee approved a process of: taking nominations for endorsement, sending

a questionnaire to candidates, scheduling interviews, and scheduling an endorsement
meeting, and voting on endcrseaaata by ballot. It was also approved that endorsements
of committee members be concluded after a discussion of each race in which the committee
member being discussed would leave the romm while his race was debated.

At this point the meeting bogged down. There was discussion on the questionnaire,
and a motion to eliminate it was tabled. There was discussion on strategJ;. Eventually,
it was felt that we were allowing the process to inhibit us and we suspended Robert's
Rules of Order.
Candidates and Strategy

Moving on to the candidates, we went around the room and found that we had five
volunteers: Gregg Russell (Vice-President, Board Member, Secretary), Michael Lattimore
(Treasurer), Neil Isbin (Board or Secretary), Joe Thornton (Board), Paul Carollo (Board).

Therein proceeded a discussion about election night strategy with Steve suggesting
the use of a motion to test our strengtho Ed suggested amotion to rescind granting
proxy privileges to Barbary Cigainero. Steve also discussed the use of color coded
signals to our supporters of deals cut on the floor.

Moving back to the candidates, it was decided since we had so many volunteers to
scrap the questionnaire and interviews. Further discussion resulted in the following
self nominations suggested for January 19th:

Gregg Russell for Vice-President
Michael Lattimore for Treasurer
Neil Isbin for Board 1 against Etheredge, Miller
Paul Carollo for Beard 3 against Ray Hill
Joe Thornton for Beard 4 against Gary Grant

(note: some members tha_ght Neil was running for Secretary; that is still an active
possibility if it'll facilitate a compromising endorsement for the Board slot)

Further discusssion about possible endorsements of ScodJt Miller, Bill Etheredge,
and Jerry Mays was left open.



Minutes --- 1/13/83 (cont.)

After some discussion it was decided to do only two more mailouts --- a brochure
and invitation mailmut to identified members and a get out the vote mailoute In
addi tion, our list, gathered by personal recommendations, would be divided among
Committee members for personal cantact.
(See Timetable sent out 1/15 for further information)

Paul Carollo was appointed Chair of the Cocktail subcommittee with help from
Steve Shiflett, David Koks, and Gregory Scott. A report on recommendations is to
be given on January 19th.

Joe Mazac volunteered to co-ordinate refreshments for January 19th

GEe Floor Strategy Jan. 19th
It was pointed out that the Caucus was using two definitions for one month, J

from Jan.5th to Feb. 2nd for announcing the election meeting and from Jan. 2nd to
Feb. 2nd for membership voting rights. There was discussion about a possible floor
fight strategy. This was eventually tabled in favor of ailent negotiation by Ed
Jamail. Ed volunteered to meet wi. th Larry Bagneris and suggest the Caucus extend
voting rights to all who paid by January 5th. It was also agreed that Ed would
convey the Committee determination to secure the removal, preferably the resignation
of Terry Harris and our willingness to bargain on possible alternative candidates.
Time Table

Meeting adjourned around midnight.
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AD HOC COMMITTEE OF CONCERNED CAUCUS MEMBERS
1416 STANFORD III HOUSTON, TEXAS 77019

January 14, 1982

Mr. John Doe
1234 Easy Street
Houston, Texas 77006
Dear John,

You have been one of several candidates who have been nominated
for endorsement by our committee in your' race for the February board
and officer elections of the Houston Gay Political Caucus. It is
our intention to endorse the candidates who we feel best represent
the concerns of our committee. We sincerely hope you will be among
those candidates.

In the past several weeks, we have been making an extensive
effort ro encourage our friends to join the GPC. In this brief time,
we have been able to attract nearly seventy new members. Coupled
with the efforts we are currently undertaking to contact the exist-
ing membership for support, we anticipate a significant voting block
to be with us in the February meeting. We are not alone.

We ask that you fill out the enclosed application and bring it
with you on January at p.m. We ~i11 look forward to dis-
cussing your positions at that time.

Sincerely,

Gregg Russell
Chairman, ad hoc Committee .
of Concerned Caucus Members

~
PARTICIPATING MEMBERS:
Carl Bohannon
Steve W. Brown
Sam Canzoneri .
Paul Carollo
Doug Dexter
Neil Isbin

Jack Jackson
C. Edward Jamail
David Koks
Michea1 Lattimore
Larry Love
Joe Mazac

I

Charles Moody, Jr.
M. Gregory Scott
Gregory Shelton
Steven H. Shifflet
Joe R. Thornton
Gary VanOotegham

GR/
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AD HOC COr\'~MITTEE OF CONCERNED CAUCUS MEMBERS
1416 STANFORD III HOUSTON, TEXAS 77019

January 14, 1983

Mr. Larry Bagneris, Jr.
2001 Branard :/f8
Houston, Texas 77098
Dear Mr. Bagneris,

In an effort to keep you informed of our position, we are send-
ing_you this notice of the conceptualization of the ad hoc Committee
of Concerned Caucus Members. The purpose of this committee is to
solidify those individuals who are concerned with the current di-
rections of the Houston Cay Political Caucus and to encourage them
to participate. We are not an anti-GPC force, but are simply a
group of concerned individuals from a wide range of political and
social backgrounds who wish to see the current directions of the
caucus directed back to the basic principles upon which it was ori-
gionally founded. .

The main objectives of the committee are: 1) the development ~
of a more non-partisan nature for the caucus; 2) the introduction
of a meaningful and constructive agenda; 3) the development of a pos-
itive public image; and 4) the development of a cooperative working
relationship with other gay organizations. We hope we will have
your cooperation in bringing about these ends.

Sincerely,

Gregg Russell
Chairman, ad hoc Committee
of Concerned Caucus Members

PARTICIPATING MEMBERS:

GR/
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January 19, 1983

To the editor:

In San Francisco, the political influence of the gay community has sufferred
because of internal fragmentation. In Houston, we are on the verge of a similar
division.

On February 2nd, the GPC will hold its annual officer and Board elections. If
you have become disillusioned with the GPC, you have an opportunity to help change
the direction of the gay rights movement in Houston. Over the last month, an amazing
coalition has formed, ranging from liberal Democrats, to Libertarians, to conser-
vative Republicans.

We have organized as an "Ad-hoc Committee of Concerned Caucus Members." A
shared concern for GPC violations of its gay rights principles and GPC violations
of basic democratic principles brought us together. Our objective is not usurpation,
but participation. Our goals are to broaden the base of participation with the GPC
and reaffirm our commi.tment to basic gay rights issues, free speech and free press.

By focusing on principle and process, we are suggesting significant attitudinal
and structural changes to strengthen the GPC and to avoid the dangers of fragmenting
the gay political communitj.

It is time for the GPO to stop playing games of machine power politics in which
we are afraid to confront politicians, sell our endorsements to cheaply and attempt
to silence dissenting opinions in the name of unity. Unity is important, but absolute
unity at the expense of suppressing free speech and free press is too high a price
to payo We must learn to work together when we agree and agree to work separately
when we disagree.

Join with us in creating a stronger, more responsive, and responsible poli F-cal
organization. The election will be held February 2nd, at 7:30 p.m. at the Holiday
Inn at 4640 Main.



Larry
joins
South
7:00.

Bagneris sweats!!!! Ray Hill ietite~l II! Terry Harris
Tenneco PAC II! 1 GPC board and officer elections j !~6L~·0
Hain j PLEASE HARE NOTE TEAT CREDEt1TIALING BEGINS AT

DON'T BE LATE.

AD HOC COMMITTEE OF CONCERNED CAUCUS MEMBERS
1416 STANFORD III HOUSTON, TEXAS 77019

RECOMMENDED TIME TABLE AND ~.JORKASSIGh'MENT

January 16th thru 19th:
Secure and list names of verified ~embers; List each indi-
vidual on a separate white 3xS index card (2 copies each);
Please include names, addresses, and telephone numbers; For
referenoe, please put your nc;l.meon each card.

January 19th:
5:30
7:30
9:00

p.m.--pep rally at Steve Shifflet's home; 1515 Bor..nie
Brae 1(:2;Girls bring your pom=poms .

p.m.--GPC me etrl.ng i t.Ho Li.day Inri, 4640 se . Main.
p.m.--Strategy neeting at Ed Jamail's home, 1503 Vassar.

January 22nd, 23rd:
General Mailing; He vlill need typists, lickers, inserters,
and warm bodies. Exact time, date and location to be deter-
mined January 19th.

January 25th:
Begin phoning and establishing personal contact with assigned
members; We have to get them out to the party and election.

January 26th:
Cormnittee meeting at Ed JaTIail's, 7:30

January 28th, 29th, 30th or 31st:
Committee cocktail gathering; Exact date, time and location
to be set.

January 31st:
Reminder notices to be sent A.M.

February 2nd:



Date:
Time:
Place:

RSVP:

AGENDA

January 19, 1983 (Wednesday)
9:00 p.m. (Immediately after GPC)
Residence of C. Edward Jamai1 & Carl Bohannon
1503 Vassar, Houston, Texas
Neil Isbin, 522-4238

~ ,'bD 1. Mailing List (15 minutes)
A. Collection of New Names

--please have lists prepared
B. Distribution of Personal Contact

--please review enclosed list to familiarize
yourselves with these names

en) II. Endorsements/Strategy (30 minutes)
!o~( A. Laison Report ,

It? I' _ >. --Ed Jamai 1 t- c",A"Y'teAs 1:;'7 I~/( 07f11t'.J

UL,s(V5,S fjf~!J B. Strategy (Proposed ideas)
1. Letter-to-the-editor I ll_--Neil Isbin e;-21 Nfv!s [O'tJN

C. Endorsement of Candidates
1. Nominations by race

!~IV.
H ~2--\

) <J'Z,5 V.
\'1jo

\ i

Brochure Committee Report (10 minutes)
A. Committee's recommendation of contents,

structure and cost
--Carl Bohannon

Cocktail Committee Report (15 minutes)
A. Committee's recomendation of date, time

place, attire, refreshments, beverages,
and cost
--Paul Carollo

January 22nd Mai10ut (10 minutes)
A. ContentsV;Jrlt'.t h~k/'1>-~vLvvr,B. Assignment of Committee w\(v~n"'--

Funding (10 minutes)
A. Appointment of ad hoc Treasure
B. Budget Needs Presentation
C. Contribution Commitments
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mined January 19th.

January 25th:
Begin phoning and establishing personal contact with assigned
members; We have to get them out to the party and election.

January 26th:
Conrrnitteemeeting at .EdJa'P-lail's,7:30

January 28th, 29th, 30th or 31st:
Committee cocktail gathering; Exact date, time and location
to be set.

January 31st:
Reminder notices to be sent A.M.

February 2nd:



Dear ~.t E,~)

I have become concerned over a developing inconsistency in our group's
strategy, specifically its attempt to avoid confrontation.

Politics is both confrontation and compromise, people and ideas. Nomatter
howhard we profess to try to focus on'compromise and ideas, we can not totally
avoid confrontation and personalities. .Anelection is confrontive in nature, we
should recognize that and not abandon principles in fear of it.

By attempting to avoid confrontation, we are diluting our principles and fooling
ourselves. The mere fact of our existence as a committee and our placing candidates
in nomination is confronting in nature. While we can't avoid confrontation, we can
focus on positive, issue oriented confrontation.

However, by targetting individuals like Ray Hill and TeeEyHarris; we imply
some focus on personalities. By running candidates, we are emphasizing the need
for new leadership and focusing on people. I think we need to recognize that, limit
it, but not deny it.

In addition, we need to recognize that solutions, out of context of the problems
to which they are in response, may seem to be vague, grandiose platitudes.

Finally, we need to recognize that our power lies in our credi bili ty • Weneed
to practice what we preach. Weneed to remain above board and open and not become
secretive and conspiratorial. Wecan't be afraid to focus on the issues because
they might be confrontive --- we can't allgw ourselves to be co-opted (as the GPC
has done) because of being afraid of confrontation.

It is with these thoughts in mind that I recommendthat we reconsider our posi-
tion on confrontation --- specifically with respect to :

1) Letter to edi tm- and advertisments
2) Bringing up the issue of "one month" on election night

1) Letter to the editor and Advertisements

Let us recognize that we are already being painted as a negative, inexperienced
force that is otm to take over the GPCin a power play. Weneed to cOlllll1unicateto
the membership and communitythat that is not true: that we are a positive force
offering creative ideas to help make the GPCbetter; that we are not out to take
over but to ~lin over; that our goal is not uaurpation, bu.t participati.on.

~M ~By neglecting ads and letters we can not reach those memberswe do not knowand
who iIIIIi.i=t attend the Feb. 2nd meeting. Furthermore, we will only help fuel the rumor
mill that we are a secretive, plotting conspiracy. Weneed to remain above board
and open. While such letters might help to rally some people against us, I think:
it will more likely help us to win over those on the fence --- both in and out of
the GPC. Let us not forget that we want to educate and involve more people in the
GPC. Wehave emphasized the importance of colJllllUDicatingthrough the press --- let
us begin that communication noy!

2) Enfranchisement

The issue over the definition of one month is not a petty or deliberately
divisive issue, but an issue of consistency and principle. It is an issue of the
enfranchisement of several people whose voting rights are being illegally denied.
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Respectfully,

Whatwe saw Wednesdaynight, the 19th, was an il'rJtional and crass power play .A
meant to humiliate and intimidate us. Should we be afraid to bring the issue up _
again, we would be accepting their intimidation and violating our integrity.

Ed had handed Larry a plum. He could have demonstrated his magnanim:i ty by
generously agreeing with us, that one month should be defined consistently. Instead,'
he rejected our overture and proceeded to engage in an intimidating power play.
While we lost the vote, we inspired ourselves and demonstrated to our new members
what we are up against.

I feel that we have an obligation to stand on principle -- to challenge the
illegal disenfranchisement of four or five people. Wecannot be afraid to make
that challenge. Weare confrontive by our mere existence. To be afraid to challenge
this ruling because of being afraid of being-confrontive sets a bad precedent, it
only betrays our principles. However, the Committeehas justly accused both Gregg
and myself of grandstanding, of "personalizing" the issue. If we decide to bring
the isaue up again, Gregg and I will have to promise to contain our contempt and
exasperatien and refpsin fro: making any snide, personal ~emark5.

Again, we can not lose on the issue. Should we win the vote, we demonstrate
our power, our rationality, integrity and our ability to win over and convince
people with intelli~nt reasoning. Such a victory would portray us in a good
light and fuel momentumfor our goals and candidates.

, Should we lose the vote, we will demonstrate to our supporters and to the
communitythe depth to which the GPCleadership has sunk. Wewill demonstrate their
crassness and irrationality. It will shock, fire up and motivate our people.
While a loss will generate negative emotion and hurt our candidates, I doubt it wOWld
alter the outcome muchif we had not brought up the issue.

Final note: 4It
According to Black's LawDictionary, one month has several different meanings.

However, if the specific length is not defined, the length of a month legally defaults
to the length ofa lunar month, 28 days. The Caucus:can not retraactively define
"one month" as 30 days. Furthermore, even with the leadership's attemp,t to move the
public announcement from the general meeting to the Board meeting on Jan. 4th, there
are only 29 days between January 4th and February 2nd.

Neil Isbin

P.S. Wewill remain a confrontive force until we demonstrate our creativity and
accomplishments. I trust that we will remain a force after the election. In our
committee discussions, I have deliberately emphasizedC.clhatindividuals can do, without
an.. office .• by hard work. After the election, we can break up into subcommittees
(Outreach, Legislative Development, fund raising, etc •• 0) and do the work and present
fai t accompli's to the Caucus. We can becomea crea ti ve think tank. We can win
issues on the floor by rallying our people - keeping them infol"llledand involved.
Wecan win the leadership over by demonstrating our accomplishments and strength.
But that will come later. By definition, we are a confrontive force at this time.
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AD HOC COMMITTEE OF CONCERNED CAUCUS MEMBERS
1416 STANFORD Ifl HOUSTON, TEXAS 77019

January 22, 1983

Mr. Steve Br ot..m
3632 Belleforttaine
Houston, Texas 77025
Dear Steve,

For some time our committee has been trying to get people in-
volved in the Houston Gay Political Caucus. We have had considera-
ble luck in attracting new members and activating old members.

Enclosed is a brief outline of our objectives and some informa-
tion regarding the candidates which we support in the February 2nd
board and officer elections. We hope you will agree with our selec-
tion.

If you have any questions regarding the committee or our candi-
dates, please feel free to contact me. Additionally, if there are
questions regarding the invitation to the informal cocktail recep-
tion, which is also enclosed, I will be happy to hear from you.

gr/
enclosures



• 1111111111· •AD HOC COl:UnmEJtF CONCE~RNiiiiiED__
C~~ER~ -

A committee of Houston Gay Political
Caucus members committed to serving the
community and the G.P.C. by promoting
the following goals:

I. LESBIAN/GAY RIGHTS AGENDA
While recognizing the importance of
human rights, political goals, femin-
est issues, and such, within the G.P.C.
lesbian/gay rights issues and goals
must take precedence as stated in the
By-Laws of the G.P.C.

II. ENDORSEMENTS & ACCOUNTABILITY
Candidates, regardless of party affil~
iation, should openly request G.P.C.
endoresment and offer continuing
support for specifically stated G.P.C.
agendas.

III. COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Encourage the broadest possible
participation and seek out all points
of view.

IV. RESPECT FOR THE INDIVIDUAL----
The basic right we insist upon from
government must always be respected
within the G.P.C. Members should
never be harassed or threatened be-
cause of their opinion on any issue.

These candidates are in agreement with our stated goals and
ask for your support in the election of officers and board
positions for the Gay Political Caucus on February 2. 1983.

PAUL CAROLLO
Paul has a BS in Marketing from Mississippi State University
and was state president and national vice-president of the
Newman Club while in college. He is the current president
of the 600 member M.S.U. Alumni Association in Houston.
Paul has participated in the Gay political Caucus for three
years and is also a member of Citizens for Human Equality.

MICHAEL LATTIMORE
Michael is an honors graduate of the University of Texas
School of Law and also has a BA in History and French and
an MA in Government. He has studied at Dartmouth College,
The Sorbonne in Paris, and at San Francisco State University.
While in college he was a cheerleader, a member of the
Student Bar Association, U.T. Student Government, and Editor
of the Texas Law Forum. In Houston Michael has been a fund
raiser for the Montrose Sports Association, the Montrose
Clinic, and the Human Rights Campaign Fund. He has served
.on the board of directors for the Bayou City Men's Chorus
and was a member of the Montrose Singers.

GREGG RUSSELL
Gregg has been a resident of Houston for eight years and
works in public relations. He has served as a delegate to
two state political conventions and has worked with the
Montrose Clinic, the Human Rights Campaign Fund, and Citizens
for Human Equality. Within the G.P.C. Gregg served on the
Candidate Screening Committee, and was a member of the Spec-
ial Task Force for the investigation of the Mark White en-
dorsement.

JOE THORNTON
Joe, a native Houstonian, works as a tax accountant. As a
student at the University of Texas he was in the University
Opera Theater, and wa~ president of the Men's Glee Club. In
Houston Joe worked with the Gay switchboard, The Les9ian and
Gay Rights Activists of Texas, and the Montrose Clinic. He is
currently treasurer of the Human Rights Campaign'Fund.
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Review of Calendar by Neil Isbin (10 minutes)

Party Committee Report by Paul Carollo (10 minutes)
A. Assignments

Advertizement Report by Carl Bohannon (15 minutes)

Telephone Instructions by Gregg Russell (15 minutes)

Discussion on Strategy (3g- minutes)
A. Setting time and place for Candidates

Meeting
B. Assignments for Election Night

1. Credentialing lJo" Hro,,~'t~N,d I~~/•..
2. Ballot Box €.J ./~ •.•+ tJdJ~
3. Counting of Ballots (ec.t.. c~•.,)d~/1 ~s. f..,a sf..t.v, Brt>"'k

4. Floor Captain £J J~I (
a. l1aintaining the bloc vote

C. Run-off strategy
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Other business
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AGE N D A

Date: January 19,· 1983 (vJednesday)
9:00 p.m. (Immediately after GPC)Time:

Place: Residence of C. Edward Jamail & Carl Bohannon
1503 Vassar, Houston, Texas

RSVP: Neil Isbin, 522-4238

I. Mailing List (15 minutes)
A. Collection of New Names

--please have lists prepared
B. Distribution of Personal Contact

--please review enclosed list to familiarize
yourselves with these names

II. Endorsements/Strategy (30 minutes)
A. Laison Report

--Ed Jamail
B. Strategy (Proposed ideas)

1. Letter-to-the-editor
--Neil Isbin

C. Endorsement of Candidates
1. Nominations by race

III. Brochure Committee Report (10 minutes)
A. Committee's recommendation of contents,

structure and cost
--Carl Bohannon

IV. Cocktail Committee Report (15 minutes)
A. Committee's recomendation of date, time

place, attire, refreshments, beverages,
and cost
--Paul Carollo

V. January 22nd Mailout (10 minutes)
A. Contents
B. Assignment of Committee

VI. Funding (10 minutes)
A. Appointment of ad hoc Treasure
B. Budget Needs Presentation
C. Contribution Commitments



/ Ad-hoc Committee of Concerned Caucus Members ••••••• Phone "Tree" 1/25/83

*Carl Bohannon
*Ed Jamail

Phil Dyer
Jeff Kuchar

- Scott Harbers
Bob Mayhugh

John Bancroft
Scott IVliller

- Jessie Skates
James Watson

*Steve Brown
*Gregory Shelton

Bill Agosto
Jim Baker

* Bernie Bash
Charles Botts

* Bill Fraser
Jack Griffin

-Jay Hollyfield ~
Phil Biondolillo

David Mel tzer ~
Rick Potter ~

* Glenda Redworth
* Martha Redworth

l'llikeKisel ~

*: Paul-Caron 0--
* Gary Adkerson

Peter Armato
Randy Reaves

* Michael Carollo
* Wayne Edelman
* Doug Esbensen
* Bill Hudson
* John Phears

- Tony Pavia
Craig Motley

- David Stampley
Harold Hollis

*Sam Canzoneri *Doug Dexter
* Antonio Herrada

Roger Leach (?)

*Larry·Love
Scott Hanna
Bill Kannaly
Clint willour

Jack Jackson *Michael Lattimore Joe Mazac
* Charlie Bobb

Carl Hays
Richard Burckhardt
Walte~Iiockey

Charles Patterson
Klaus Stratman

* Chad Davis
* Garry Kennedy
* Jim Lloyd
* Johannes Stahl
* Steve Cunibe:r'ti
* Glenn Turner

Jenny Willingter

* Steve Anderman
* Bill Marberry
* John Behleens

Robert Parks
Mark Gwin
Dennis Milam

Bruce Aleksander
Mike Reuter



David Koks

Ad-hoc Committee Phone "Tree" ---..., 2

Neil Isbin

* Lee Abbott
Jim Brown

- David Fields
Paul Howell
Gene Howle
Paul.Hutcherson

(
: Charles lVlOOdY.r1

Jim Murray)
* Mac Mullinnix

Robert Palmer
* Gregory Scott

DavidSzynal
Ri ta Wanstrom

* Keith Watson

Steve Shiflett

Bill Alden
- Bill Angert
- Dr. Robert Awe
- ,Dr. Craig Bales
- Jerry Bollfrass

Clark Moore
-- Stephen Breton
* Jack Caudi 11

- Bob Chase
Steve Smith

- Carl Cheatham
* Sandy Cox

- Dr. Steve Gibson
Sherman Robbins

-'- Dennis Supernor
- Hichael Wilson

* Jeffrey Brooks
David Brown

Gregg Parnell
* Scott Davis
- Sue Cummings

Sharon Taylor
Phyllis Frye
., 'l'rish
Charles Gillis

* Joe Huggins

Gregg Russell

* Barry Bauer
* Jim Curbello

Jay Davis
* John Faulk
* Dan Fontenot

Don Hermanson :
Harry Hill ,

* Tom Hocker
* John Hubert
* Ken Humpola
* Charles Michalinos

Kyle Norman
* Tony Warnock
* 1'0mYoli

Robert

* C.J. Petitjean

*Joe Thornton

* Mike Amoretti
* George Block
* Rhett Bridges

Joe Cremar
* Frank Eyler

Rick Grossman
Bon Hrachovy

* Bob Scanlon
Robert Schwab
Gary VanOoteghan
Shamis Walters



V. Discussion on Strategy (30 minutes)
A. Setting time and place for Candidates Strategy

Meeting
B. Assignments for Election Night

1. Credentialing
2. Ballot Box
3. Counting of Ballots
4. Floor Captain

a. 1faintaining the bloc vote
C. Run-off strategy

,/

~ AGENDA

I. Review of Calendar by Neil Isbin (10 minutes)

II. Party Committee Report by Paul Carollo (10 minutes)
A. Assignments

III. Advertizement Report by Carl Bohannon (15 minutes)

IV. Telephone Instructions by Gregg Russell (15 minutes)

VI. Other business
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1'1hilethere are many good points about the Houston Gay Political Caucus, it has
had its share of problems. In response to recent events, a number of us are or'gani.z i.ng
to effect sigr~ficant ch~~ge within the GPGo

\{e have tlfO prd.mary goals. Pi.ra t , we seek to strengthen the GPe and the gay
poli tical movement by making the GPC more representative of the gay community. To
this end, we are focusing on necessary attitudinal and s truc tt..rra'l changes to insure
the continuing participation of paopl,e of differing points of vie"('Y'.

Our second primary goal is to reaffirm our commitment, as a community, to the
baai c democratic principles of free speech and free press. Never again should the

z---- GPC attempt to stifle public dissento Unity and bloc voting are important, but as
a means and not as an end. Appeals to unity can not be based on coerct ve intimda tiona

As a COIDmllnity,we s~re many interests and concerns, yet 11e continually focus
on our differences, allowing them to divide uSo The results of such division have.
been disastrous for the GPC - 1'1ehave lost financial backing, liehave lost the
creative abilities and tireless energy of many fine people who have given up in
fl~stration and we have lost the respect of sizeable portions of the gay cotn!nUP~tyo

We must cultivate an attitude that recognizes the legitimacy of dissent ---
not just before the endorsements, but also after the endorsements have bee~ made.
freneed to create a framework that is responsive to both our consensus and our
di versi ty. By focusing on areas of consensus, ~le can learn to vcrk together when
we agree and agree to work separately when we disagree.

The goal of our organizing effort is to enlarge the base of GPC sup:port ---
not substitute one base for another. Consequentially our strategy is not to toss
out the current leadership and replace one cliqu.e with ano ther , Our strate[,'Y is
nOll-conspiratorial and above board - emphasizing participating in the leadership
of the GPC.

t

The former approach is myopic and diyj.sive, focusing on the negative politics
of personal.i.taee , Our objectives are attitudinal and structural. We seek a lasting
and irreversible change. Such change can not be realized by the short tero tactics
of powe r politics, but by a longer term strategy of coalitional politics. By
empha3i~ing participation, instead of usurpation, we are adopting a constructive
approach that focuses on the positive politics of ideas.

Gregg and I have spent considerable time discussing problems and solutions.
In the page that folloW's, we have attempted to provide an overview of our thoughts,
detailing a few of our proposals. Please feel free to call either of us for
further amplification.

If you share our goals and ideals, please join with us in participating in the
GPO. In order to effect the changes we are seeking, we need your support and we need
your votes. In order to vote in the upcoming February GPC elections, you need to be
a paid member of GPC for 30 days - which means you need to join this month. Please
complete the enclosed membership form and send both the form and a check for $152Q,
payable to GPC (NO CA.-Sm.rIOT PAYABLE TO GREGG OR illSELI"\~) to either Gregg or me.



December 17, 1982

PROPOSALS FOR CH.A.."WE -- Al'f OVERVIE'i{

Our analysis concIudes that the underlying prop.lema of GPCare not due to any
evil or malicious intent, but due to disturbing pat terns of thought and behavior
- a combination of a misunderstanding of the limits of open participatory politics,
a conspiratorial world view, the heightened stakes of the politics of fear, a
dogmatic attitude towards un:i,ty, and obsessions with notions: of controlling the
gay community and delivering the gay vote.

Solving these problems will require fundamental changes in attitude and structure e

The primary objectives of such ch&~ge should be a redefinitioll of GEe goals, priorities,
policies and procedures to achieve the establishment of a healthy atlupos;phere of non-
partisanship, a planned a~d meaningful political agenda ~~d a co-operative working
relationship with other gay and pro-gay organizations.

ATTI'l'tJDINALCH.AJ.,,{GES

By emphasizing the poU tics of integri ty we will not succumb to the dangers of
the politics of fear, partisan politics or an end justifies the means approacho We
must cultivate a positive relationship with the press and appeal to the gay voter
through reason and not blind faith and emotion. We need to recognize the legitimacy
of dissent and view leadership as guiding and convincing, not controlling and dictating.
Uni ty should be vi.eved as a means and not &'1end, with our endorsements as recommendations
to the gay cOllllllunityand not promises to candidates to "dellfiller" the gay vote.

CREATINGAN ATr10SPHERE OF NON-PP•.•!tnSAl'JSHIP

Our principle specd.f'Lc in this category is the formal creation of po.l.i,tical
action lobbies (PALs) associated 1'ri th state political parties with sufficient·
constituency among the me~bership. Revised GPCby-laws would provide not only for
the creation sf such PALsa.l1dtheil' elected Leadez-ship, but a.lao for the proportional
represen~ation of each PALconstituency on the GPCBoard.

The advantages of such a struc tural, change are numerous'. It would insure the
representation of differing viewpoints and help to insure the non-par td.aan nature
of GPCdecisions by internalizing competing points of view. The internal competi- :.
tion could stimulate a membership increase - both in !'lumbers and in participationo
:F'inally, they would provide an organized means of translating Caucus poli "kical action
into participating within state political parties - encouraging change in those
state parties and their competition for the gay vote .

•1hile the formation of such partisan factions \qj. thin the GPCmight be viewed
with some trepidation --- the alternative is the formation of an outside group that
would weaken the GPC. Vie agree an far more than \'le disagree. Formalizing conflict
within the f rame•.rork of the GPCis better than di.scouragi.ng opposing points of view.
An increase in intern~l disagreement can be constructive and need not degenerate
into increased division and bickering.

Given our broad base of consensus, a specific, restructuring of screening cri-
teria and endorsement rules would create a stronger more unified community - working
together when we aggree, agreeing to work separately on the few points where l~e
disagree.



PROPOSALS - 2

SETTING THE POLITICAL AGErIDA

Of primary importance, we need to darine our goals and priorities with the
purpose of creating a flexible agenda for action and a basis for screening cri-
teria. We need to separate primary gay movement goals from secondary coalitional
goals --- focusing our effors8 on the broad agenda of our consensus -- that we are
seeking the elimination of discrimination and equal rights.

life need to determine priori ties for action on all poli tical fronts: elections,
lobbying, education, litigation and civic leadership. For instance, on litigation.
While the GPe should not engage in litigation, we should use our resources and in-
fluence to assist those organizations (like the THRF, LAHBDA, etc •••) that are
enga.ging in litigious activity to advance the cause of gay rights.

ESTABLISHING WORKING RELA'l'IONSHIPSWI'l'}1OTHER GAY .AND PRO-GAY ORGANIZ.A'rIONS

With respect to other political groups (state and national), we need to co-.
operate on fUl~dra$sing, endorsements, setting the agenda and exchanging information
with each other.

Emphas.i.z i.ng political fronts of education and CJ.VlC leadership, we can work
better .fl th other gay organizations -- religious, community and business -- on
shared goals, as well as seeking their input in setting the political agenda.

The result of such a redirection \dll be a surge of public confidence in the
GPC that will strengthen the entire gay movement.



Implimentation of an extensive positive public education/relations program
to better identify our community. Additionally, GPC should support efforts
to create a more positive personal awareness among gays.

OBJECTIVES: Instigation of a major redirection of the GPC to achieve: a) non-
partisanship; b) a meaningful and constructive agenda; c) a posi-
tive public image; d) a cooperative working relationship with
other gay organizations. f)5'./Y'p~"1-fL-PJ.' I"'~ t:;c, a,,) 1'4{'561 f.-PldttJI 1-1.

1hOVq",,~ hy fv.-",kr,,) rl /V'Pf'r nt,e7(7'h-ftv( o -I tv ,:;Z( C-On'l/Y'-Vl'lttybN lAsh o I)Non_partisanshipfltivdiF\4-(a.J. s/-rvdvr.d cAa..."f'5 -/0 ,")we -jhlS f)rm -r=: a",j -//'('f ('(55131
1) Proposal of an addition to the by-laws of the GPC to instigate the formation

of Party Political Action Lobbies (PALS) within the caucus to represent the
several state political parties with sufficient constituency among the mem-
bership. Leadership of each PAL would be elected by the verifiable consti-
tuency of the respective party. Each PAL would act in subordination to the

.present structure, but would have express powers to organize and build the
constituency of their party and to organize political agendas to further the
causes of the caucus within their respective party.
Advantages--

a) Would insure the representation of differing party viewpoints
b) Would provide a rallying point for new members of similar political

backgrounds
c) Would create a continuous momentum for additional membership
d) Would insure the non-partisan nature of GPC decisions and actions by

internalizing competing points of view
e) Would reflect the interests of those within each PAL by providing for

elected representation
2) Institution of cooperation and coordination with other state and national

political organizations in state-wide and Presidential endorsements.
3) Restructuring the screening and endorsement process to establish specific

issue oriented criteria for the making and granting of endorsements.
C L Meaningful and constructive agenda

1) Implimentation of a consistent and business-like approach to goal setting
and evaluation for the instigation of political agendas on all political
fronts: a) Elections; b) Lobbying; c) Education; d) Litigation; e) Civic
Leadership.

c< Elections--

Continuation of present operations to work for the election of sympathetic
government officials who demonstrate their support through not only verbal
commitment but also legislative, executive, and judicial action.

':)Lobbying--

Increased and more organized efforts to push for legislative and administra-
tive action to bring about specific agendas developed by the caucus.

L Education--



Meaningful and constructive agenda (continued)
~ Litigation--

Organized support for external legal organizations in their efforts to ad-
vance human rights causes through litigation with specific attention given
to fundraising efforts to support such causes.

{ Civic Leadership--

. Organized efforts toward internal community improvement with special con-
sideration given to making the Montrose community a more wholesome environ-
ment. Introduction of non-political activities which cultivate a positive
alternative lifestyle.

Positive public image
1) Utilizing the gay media to inform the community of both the objectives of

the GPC and the successful actions accomplished by the organization. This
type of public accounting will serve to increase the responsiveness of the
organization to the community, and will increase community involvement in
the political processes of the organization.

2) Utilization of the straight media to project a positive public imaqe in an
an effort to: a) externalize our community by making us "a part of, not a-
part from"; b) inform the straight community of the positive aspects of
our culture and in doing so, helping to eliminate the current naivete
felt by others with regards to prejudices held by them; c) increase
political strength by winning favor with those outside our community to aid
our causes; a) establish a positive mental image in the minds of gay indi-
viduals with regards to their sexual identity.

Cooperative working relationship
1) Acceptance and recognition of other local gay organizations and their agendas

and the establishment of a working relationship with these groups in areas
of common interests.

2) Establishment of a cooperative and coordinated effort with other gay related
organizations within the state to increase elective strength in statewide
races.



Miscellaneous (napkins, cups, name tags, etc.) 20.00

SUGGESTED BUDGET
COMMITTEE RECEPTION

MONDAY, JANUARY 31, 1983
8:00 - 10:00 P.M.

HOME OF GEORGE BLOCK
201 STRATFORD

INVITATIONS: To be printed and mailed by committee chair

Bf;VERAGE:

Liquor .•••••••...... 130.00
Beer ........•.••.••. 25.00
Wine •••••••••••••••• 20.00
Mixes ..•••..•.•••..• 25.00

$200.00

175.00

40.00

Hors d'oeuvres

Bartender

Mai d. 40.00

Floral arrangement 25.00

$500.00

COMMENTS:

Food is ba~ed on an estimated demand of 4 ounces per
guest. Ed jamail has offered to provide us with his
cost on purchases in this category.

Beverage budget will provide us with approximately
400 mixed drinks, two cases of beer, and 60 glasses
of wine.

should we not come up with enough pledges to cover
the budget it will be necessary to cut out some items.

Please direct all questions to Paul Carollo at 521-0079
after 6:00 P.M. and on weekends.



TELEPHONE INFORHATION

1. Introduce yourself and state affiliation with committee.

2. Determine if individual received letter and/or invitation.

3. Restate basic purposes of the committee
--return to basic principles of the GPC (gay/leshian rights)
--introduction of non-partisanship
--respect for individual rights
--introduction of accountability for endorsements
--broaden community involvement and participation

4. Determine if they are favorable to our ideas. (If not, there is
no need to proceed; Tactfully close the conversation).

5. Determine if they are currently a member of the GPC.

6. Remind them of our party on the 31st and, if neccessary, give
them directions (clarify Stratford from Stanford; i.e. 201 Stratford)

7. Determine if they will be attending.

8. Remind them of the elections on February 2nd and ask them to
support our candidates.

9. (Optional) Explain that there will probably be alot of confus-
sion during the meeting and warn them concerning the opponents
efforts to confuse people. Remind them that they must be at
the meeting at 7:00 in order to be credentialed to vote. Remind
them that the meeting will be at the Holiday Inn and not in the
old GPC office building. Urge them to stay for the runnoff.

10. Leave them your number in case questions arise.



AD HOC COMMITTEE OF CONCERNED CAUCUS MEMBERS
1416 STANFORD 111 HOUSTON, TEXAS 77019

February 28, 1983

Mr. Steve Brown
3632 Bellefontaine
Houston, Texas 77025
Dear Steve,

As requested by several members of the committee, I am writing
to clarify the organizational structure and duties of the various
,..n ...•.•.•ddriat cr s a- •..hey exLs •.. Ln t.he ad 1-.~.~ commi.t t ee ""1-- ';:-"---':-.~\...·-"V.L.u..J....6.J. '- e l.,. C ""\...:) l.. ..J...1. '-.1. C ,c. J.J.V'- UULlllJ..I.... l....c. .1.1J.t:. .l..UJ...J..VWJ..1J.5

is a summation of the decisions of the committee as approved by at
least t"tvo-thirdsof the participating members at our February 22nd
meeting:

1. A motion to dissolve or restructure the committee as a
whole failed. All members of the existing committee
shall continue to have a voting right in all policy de-
cisions of the committee.

2. A motion to eliminate the position of Chairman ·failed.
The existing chair shall continue to function in his re-
sponsibilities until two+t.hd.r-ds of the committee feel
that his abilities are superseded by his shortcomings
and/or the committee feels that the position is no long-
er needed to coordinate the affairs of the committee.

3. A consensus of opinion concerning the use of the name
of the committee for public purposes was that the com-
mittee should not function publicly and that no published
communication concerning the committee should be issued
without the consent of the committee through the normal
process of approval. It was felt, however, that any in-
dividual of the committee had inalienable rights to is-
sue personal correspondence so long as they did not speak
for the committee, or as a member of the committee.

4. The committee approved a proposal to establish the posi-
tions of Membership Coordinator (Gregg Russell}, Communi-
cations Coordinator (Michael Lattimore), Educational
Coordinator (Carl Bohannon), Issues Coordinator (Ed
Jamail). In addition, the positions of Treasurer (Joe
Thornton), and Secretary (Neil Isbin) were reaffirmed.

5. It was agreed that in order to limit the amount of time
involved by the bulk of the committee, that these six
positions should formulate an executive committee. It was
the consensus of the group, however, that the executive
committee was not a policy setting committee. All policy
decisions continue to rest within the powers of the com-
mittee as a whole. These positions have limited duties as



outlined below:
a) Membership Coordinator: To organize a comprehensive

membership effort to build and develope the new and
existing participation within the caucus; To main-
tain a current record of the caucus membership which
is supportive of the purposes of the committee. To
calIon other members of the committee to achieve
these functions.

b) Communications Coordinator: To develope a regular pub-
lication of the committee for distrfuution to the
supporting membership of the committee; To organize
the support of others in the committee in the distri-
bution of all approved correspondence to the support-
ing membership. To organize a system of contacting
supporting memberships via the telephone or cor-
respondence in order to solicit their participation
in important decisions of the caucus.

c) Education/Social Coordinator: To organize forums for
the developement of members of the caucus to_help them
to better understand the political process and the
processes of the caucus; To organize social events
which will facilitate the developement of personal
contact between caucus members.

d) Issues Coordinator: To develope strategy for the com-
mittee, to formulate the direction of the committee
as it pertains to the implementation of specific
issues within the caucus, and to draw on the resources
of others to implement these directions within the
community.

It is the feeling of the chair that our efforts will best be
spent within the caucus at this time. Consequently, we will be
limiting the meetings of the committee to a monthly or bi-monthly
basis in the future. Even~ually, it is hoped that the committee
will disband entirely into the workings of the GPC. However, I do
not feel that the committee should disassemble until the new:mem-
bers of the caucus have enjoined the caucus through our shepherd-
izing efforts. I hope you will continue in your support of the ad
hoc Committee.

GR/



April 28, 1983

With the recent resignations of two longstanding members of the board of the
GPC, it is essential that equally devoted and capable individuals fill their pos-
itions. That is were I need your help. On May 4th I will be stepping forward as
a candidate for the position vacated by Linda Jones. It is a crucial election
for the community with every vote being of absolute value in ensuring a broader
expression of political viewpoint on the board.

As a member of the Houston Gay Political Caucus, 11m sure you are aware of
the many important issues which currently surround the Houston gay community.
With the epidemic status of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS), the cur-
rent problems associated with our local police department, the problems of gen-
eral division in our community, and the upcoming city elections upon us, it is
absolutely neccessary that concerned, dedicated, knowledgeable, and dignified
leadership be developed and instituted within the GPC.

I feel that my broad-based participation in the community gives me insight
into the problems which face us. Although I have been active within the GPC for
only a year, my participation within the caucus speaks for itself. I have been
heavily involved in the candidate screening process, this year having screened
more candidates than any other member. I was one of thirteen members of the
caucus selected to investigate the Mark White endorsement and the circumstances
surrounding the appeal of 21.06, the state homosexual conduct law. Last month
I was presented a watch for actively soliciting over $800 worth of new member-
ships. I have attended every GPC meeting since the beginning of my participa-
tion. I have spent many hours working on such things as the various mailings of
the GPC as well as updating the GPC mailing list. I am an active participant in
the GPC/GOP wing. I feel that my efforts within the GPC clearly indicate a de-
sire to serve within the caucus.

Although the GPC is the only vehicle currently in existence which can effec-
tively represent this community in the political arena, I do feel that other com-
munity organizations are vitally important to our community. I believe that my
broad participation in these organizations enables me to reflect their concerns
and interests within the caucus. I have served as a volunteer in many organiza-
tions including the Montrose Clinic, Citizens for Human Equality, Human Rights
Campaign Fund, Houston Gay Pride Week, and most recently the Kaposils Sarcoma--
AIDS Committee of Houston. I have served as a delegate to both a Republican and
Democratic State convention. My experience, qualifications and credentials in
these services demonstrate my dedication to the people of the gay community. My
hope is that we can move further into all areas of general society.

I hope you will see fit to support me in the upcoming board election to be
held Wednesday, April 4th, at the Holliday Inn, located at 4640 So. Main. The
meeting will begin punctually at 7:30 p.m. I hope you will attend.

Sincerely,

Gregg Russell

GR/



16202 New Field Drive
Houston, Texas 77082
May 10, 1983

Mr. Gregory M. Shelton
3632 Bellefontaine
Houston, Texas 77025
Dear Greg,

It is summer time, the weather is nice, and frankly, I need a rest! For the
past year I have been putting my full energies into politics, GPC, and board
elections. I need a break from all of this--but, donlt think for a minute I am
giving up!!!

Our group has made significant strides. In every meeting since the election
in February, we have comprised two-thirds of the voting members present at GPC.
Even in the elections, where our opposition has taken great efforts to stack the
meetings against us, our voting block has comprised at least one third or more
of those in attendance. We have forced the hand of our leaders in making change,
gradual as it may be.

THERE IS ONE FINAL HEETING OF n>1PORTANCE COf.UNG UP THIS SUMMER. On Wednes-
day, May 18th we will make an effort to promote the issue of funding for AIDS
research as a consideration for the screening process in the upcoming city
elections this year. This is a crucial issue for the community and I urge you
to be in attendance and to support this proposal. It is important that you also
call your friends who are members of GPC to get them out.

After that, although I will be watching the board actions closely, I plan
to step back from everything for a while. I do not anticipate any important
issues coming up during the Gay Pride Week planning, and I fully plan on enjoy-
ing myself and relaxing for a couple of months. I encourage you to do the same
since your full energies will be needed when the GPC starts to gear up for the
city elections and the screening of the candidates. I hope we will all be ready
to participate in the elections this year.

If I have learned anything from all of this, I have learned that there is
too much work and too few workers in the GPC. Consequently, as I am enjoying
my "vacation" from GPC, I plan to be looking for new members. I hope you will
be thinking about who we .can get involved since I will be contacting you soon·
for referals. Remember, we were only 15 votes short of putting our people on
the board in the last election.

In closing, I want to thank you for the help you have given to me in my
effort to seek election. Although we lost again, we did demonstrate that we
represent a significant portion of the community. I hope next time we will be
i)etter prepared.

I hope you have an enjoyable vacation, as I will. 11m sure I will be
seeing you and hopefully, I will be able to get to know you on a more non-
political basis.

See you Wednesday night .
Sincenely,


